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THE JEA N MONNET LECTURES

At its meeting of 9 February 1977 in Florence, the Aca
demic Council of the European University Institute decided
to organize a series of major lectures to be delivered each
year by outstanding figures from the scientific or political
worlds, dealing with important issues of contemporary so
ciety.
At the request of the Academic Council, Mr. Jean Monnet
kindly agreed to his name’s being given to the lecture series.
The Right Hon. Roy Jenkins, President of the Commis
sion of the European Communities, gave the inaugural lec
ture on 27 October 1977, on the theme: " Europe’s pres
ent challenge and future opportunity ” .
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Principal of the European University Institute

Your Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen,
Allow me to begin by welcoming you on behalf of the
Academic Council and by telling you how pleased we are
that so many of you have come here for the inaugural Jean
Monnet lecture. This is a historic day for the European
University Institute and we are delighted to be surrounded
by so many friends today.
Allow me to explain to you in a few words why we
have given this annual lecture the name of Jean Monnet,
and to introduce to you the speaker for the first Jean Mon
net lecture, the Right Hon. Roy Jenkins.
There are very few men of whom one can say, " with
out him the European Community would not have existed ”.
It can be said of Jean Monnet — and that is why we are
so pleased that he has agreed to the lectures being given
his name. It is not for me here today to describe the man
and his work to you. Thanks to his memoirs, each one
of us can now get to know him and understand why and
how he did what he did. Allow me simply to express my
profoundest admiration for that great statesman, who was
a great statesman without ever forming part of a govern
ment, for that French peasant who is the first honorary
citizen of Europe, for that man of action who was always
2
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SPEECH BY MR. MAX KOHNSTAMM

J ean M onnet ”

1 The complete text is given on page 26.
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guided in his actions by a deep wisdom and by that rare
kind of intelligence that is always able to select the essen
tial, for that man with an iron will and an unflagging te
nacity who is at the same time a great-hearted man, a
man who has made all who have had the privilege to
know him not only his admirers but also his friends.
It is to mark our deep gratitude and admiration for
the man and his work that we are pleased and proud that
he has kindly agreed to having this annual lecture series
bear his name.
I have just received a telegram from Jean Monnet, from
which I should like to read you the most important pass
ages *.
” At the opening of the lecture series to which you have
kindly given my name, I send you all my best wishes for
the prosperity of the European University Institute of which
you are Principal.
For years now the need for such an institute to give
our countries on the road to unification the facilities for
joint research into their joint culture has been clear to us.
I am pleased that so many eminent men have already
agreed to make their experience available to the research
students in Florence, and I wish in particular to greet my
friend Roy Jenkins who is your guest today. He can tell
you better than anyone that our undertaking is a work
that will go down in history, and that history is made
up of the institutions that prolong the work of men.
It is a great joy to know that you are at this moment
welcoming Roy Jenkins among the professors, students and
friends of your university.
Please pass on my sincere greetings to all.

" Dear Monsieur Monnet,
All of us gathered together here at the European Uni
versity Institute to hear the first Jean Monnet lecture de
livered by your friend Roy Jenkins are delighted to send
you this testimony to our great admiration for the work that
you have accomplished.
We thank you for your message and we assure you that
your example will inspire our efforts in the future.
We send you our most respectful greetings ”.
Mr. President, dear Roy, introducing you to this audi
ence - in fact to any audience in Europe - is like carrying
coals to Newcastle. No one could be more suitable than
you to deliver the first Jean Monnet Lecture. You have
served your country in positions of the highest responsibility
- I shall mention only that you were Chancellor of the
Exchequer and twice Secretary of State of the Home De
partment.
A man of deep convictions, you resigned from the de
puty leadership of your party when its position clashed with
your European convictions. But your country and your
party could not afford to leave you on the back benches for
long. The decision to leave the U. K. Parliament and Gov
ernment in order to assume the Presidency of the European
Commission must have been a very difficult one, but it is
a decision for which Europe owes you the deepest gratitude.
But it is not only what you have done and continue
to do as a politician and statesman that makes your presence
here as first Jean Monnet Lecturer so appropriate. I am
not alluding to your numerous honorary degrees, nor to
prizes such as the Prix Charlemagne which have been so
rightly awarded to your for your services to European Unity.
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If it is agreeable to you, we shall send on behalf of
you all the following telegram to Jean Monnet:

P ie t r o B u

c a l o s s i”

My dear Mr. Bucalossi, I am particularly pleased to
welcome you here today.
Allow me to pay sincere thanks, which I would ask
you to pass on to the rest of those who have contributed
to this bill, for your concern for the European University
Institute.
The second announcement concerns next year’s Jean
Monnet Lecture. I am glad to inform you that this will
be another statesman - who is also a historian and a poli
tical scientist — the former US Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger.
Since I have kept the audience from hearing you for
quite long enough now, my dear Roy, may I now give the
floor to the Right Honourable Roy Jenkins, President of
the Commission of the European Communities.
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What I am thinking of is the long list of important pub
lications you have to your name.
Your biographies of Sir Charles Dilke and Asquith - to
mention only these two books - would make you the pride
of the best history departments in the world.
May I, before passing the microphone to you, take two
minutes to make two announcements that will interest the
many friends of the European University Institute assembled
here. The first is that we received the following telegram
today:
" As first signatory I hereby inform you that a bill has
been presented today, signed by Messrs Bucalossi, Mariotti,
Depoi, Compagna, Malagodi, Raicich, Reggiani, Pezzati, to
grant the European University Institute the necessary funds
for additional conversion work and for purchasing ground
and buildings to accommodate the students and teachers of
the Institute.
Cordially

President of the Commission of the European Communities

It is a great honour to have been asked to deliver this,
the first, Jean Monnet Lecture here at the European Uni
versity Institute in Florence. It is the first occasion on
which I have been able to visit the Institute. It is young
in years but has been established as an expression of the
historic perspective of a still youthful European Commun
ity. It is appropriately set in one of the most historic and
notable cities of Italy and Europe itself. But although I
emphasise the youth of the Institute and I know that great
traditions of scholarship and research do not spring up
overnight, I hope and believe that the work which is going
forward here under the wise direction of Professor Kohnstamm will lead to the achievement of an Institution which
is both scholarly and imaginative, and of which Europe can
be proud.
Before I turn to the substance of my speech to you
this evening it is above all both right and relevant that I
should say a few words to you about the man whom this
lecture honours. I do not need to set out his many achieve
ments. Indeed it would take a long time for Jean Monnet
has had a life of many facets. This lecture honours its most
outstanding feature, his work over many years towards Eu
ropean unity. This has been, and happily remains, a work
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LECTURE DELIVERED BY THE RIGH T HONOURABLE
ROY JEN KIN S
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of inspiration, persuasion and organisation - a rare combi
nation of personal qualities which has enabled him to make
a unique contribution to both recent history and the future
of Europe.
After nearly 89 years of his life Jean Monnet remains,
as he has been throughout, impregnably optimistic, but not
utopian. He does not believe in miracles and although he
believes that crucial moments of opportunity must never be
lost, he gives more importance to patience and direction
than to speed and the construction of false timetables. He
is a man modest of manner and he has always been anti
pathetic to sharp and cruel comment. He has nearly always
respected the motives of those who have disagreed with him.
But these qualities have always been underpinned by an
unshakable intellectual self-confidence. Those who opposed
were misguided and should not so much be criticised as
overcome or undermined by the patient deployment of the
superior logic of careful argument, buttressed by the pressure
of events.
The European Community, for which both in his public
and private capacity he has done perhaps more than any
other individual to create and sustain, has always moved
forward most effectively when the spirit of these personal
qualities I have described has been realised in practice. Par
ticularly in periods when the sense of European advance is
at its low ebb and when there is need for a determination
to go forward and not be deflected his example is the most
persuasive. He recalls as one of the most significant re
marks he has ever heard a dictum of the American Dwight
Morrow: " There are two kinds of people: those who want
to be someone and those who want to do something ”.
There is no doubt to which category he belongs. We honour
him best by seeking to push forward, in his way, the work
of the European Community. It is in that spirit that I intend
today to present to you not a historical reflection on the

*

*

*

I would like to devote this first Jean Monnet Lecture,
in this twentieth anniversary year of the Community, to a
single major issue, but one which in its ramifications touches
every aspect of European life. The hard, central core of
the argument I shall develop turns around the case for
monetary union. This, of course, is a familiar, rather than
a novel concept. Despite its familiarity, it is neither popular
nor well understood. But even for those for whom it is
part of the normal landscape of economic theory and pol
icy, what is very different compared to the last time the
Community discussed the subject in any basic way is the
state of the European and world economy, and the state
of international monetary affairs. We need also to take
a fresh view as to how monetary union should be allied
with associated Community policies, and, more broadly, with
the fundamental question as to how such an idea as monetary
union fits with our view of the future division of functions
between the Community and Member States.
This choice of subject does not imply a narrow economic
view of the Community’s function. It derives from the
obvious fact that the most important weakness of the Com
munity today is its central economic mechanism. Of course
the Community has other primary functions. On the one
hand it stands for a certain type of democratic and political
society within Europe; on the other hand it stands as a
viable political entity for dealing with a wide range of
external relations.
On these two fronts, much remains to be done. But
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Community’s history nor a conventional tour d’horizon of
its contemporary problems but to set out to you a central
area in which I believe we must now advance.
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despite the shocks and difficulties of the recent past, the
outlook is one of activity and promise. We are engaged in
underpinning our democratic political values, not only in
preparing the first direct elections to a new European Par
liament, but at the same time confronting sympathetically
but realistically the potential adhesion of three new Member
States — three states which have recently made the historic
shift from military dictatorship to parliamentary democracy.
We have in the last fortnight seen a great European nation
combat with resiliance and skill a major terrorist threat to
individual freedom and the rule of law - those fundamental
values for the strengthening of which the applicants have
turned to Europe for sustenance.
In the world beyond, the Community has a solid record:
the Lomé Convention, the Mediterranean agreements, and
our response to the North/South dialogue. During the past
six months, the Community has continued to move forward
at the centre of major world negotiations. Indeed, such has
been the advance that we face the somewhat paradoxical
spectacle of Europe being taken more seriously from outside
than from within. It is a paradox which, in my view, we
cannot indefinitely sustain. Our size as a trading bloc con
ceals, rather than heals, our divisions and inequalities in the
realm of economic performance. This cannot persist. The
central economic weaknesses of Europe, if they continue,
will not allow our external cohesion to grow, or even per
haps be maintained. Moreover, the prospect of enlargement
will face us with the clear choice either of a strengthening
of the sinews of the Community or of tacit acceptance of a
loose Customs Union, far removed from the hopes of its
founders, and without much hope of recovering momentum.
Some commentators believe the time is unpropitious for
adventurous ideas. I do not agree. The concept and indeed
the politics of monetary union stand immobilised in scepti
cism, following the demise of the Werner Plan, whose initial
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exchange rate mechanism was shattered by the turbulent
monetary events of the past few years.
The consequence has been an understandable shift of
emphasis. The concept of gradualism, which has been more
imperceptible than inevitable, has come to supplant more
ambitious schemes. Some people seem to believe that we
can back our way into monetary union; others that better
coordination is all that is required. I am afraid neither
view is right. The last few years have seen a retreat rather
than an advance. In any event, the idea of an antithesis
between gradual evolution and dramatic advance is miscon
ceived. Evolution is a process which once begun goes both
gradually and in jumps. There is room for tomorrow’s act
of better coordination and for today’s discussion of a more
ambitious plan for the day after tomorrow. The process has
to be seen as one. Examples are the Community’s role in
helping to restructure basic industries that are at present
in deep economic difficulty, and measures to abolish the
remaining effective frontiers to the free movement of goods
and services.
We must now look afresh at the case for monetary
union because there are new arguments, new needs, and
new approaches to be assessed, which go to the heart of our
present apparently intractable problems of unemployment,
inflation and international financing. There are no less than
seven arguments that I would like to put forward for your
consideration. The first and the seventh are classical, but
none the less valid for that. The remaining five, however,
are all practical points that need to be formulated differ
ently from the way in which they were presented in the
early nineteen seventies.
Basic to the case is the ineluctable internationalisation of
western economic life. This has been a long and gradual
process, but one which has been unmatched by a comparable
evolution in the economic institutions of the Community.
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The past four years has shown the limitations in Europe
even of good national economic politicies. This has been
superimposed on the revolutionary effect of the oil crisis —
that sharp confirmation of the end of the old international
monetary order which added the hazard of a massive over
hang of maldistributed and largely uncontrolled international
liquidity to an already vulnerable European economy.
No proposition as radical as monetary union in Europe
can be achieved at a stroke. My belief is that we should
use the period immediately prior to the first direct elections
of the European Parliament to re-launch a major public
debate on what monetary union has to offer. In doing so,
we have to reckon with the problems of how to get from
where we are to where we want to go and what must
necessarily accompany monetary union if it is to appeal
equally to strong and weak economies, to the richer and
poorer parts of the Community.
I wish today to outline the major criteria by which
the case has to be judged. I expect no easy consensus on
the problems it raises, several of which are either at the
heart of what is most controversial in modern economic
theory, or the most debatable - in the best sense - in poli
tical terms. The debate must now be re-opened and subse
quently sustained. It will not be quickly foreclosed.
The first argument is that monetary union favours a
more efficient and developed rationalisation of industry and
commerce than is possible under a Customs Union alone.
This argument is as valid now as it has always been, and
is reflected in the repeated attempts in European history to
form monetary unions - for example the Austro-German
monetary union of 1867, the Latin monetary union led by
France in 1865, and the Scandinavian union of 1873. Some
what later sterling operated a different kind of imperial
monetary union over large and disparate parts of the globe.
But that is history, although relatively recent history. To
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return to the present day, discussion with businessmen across
Europe produces a clear and consistent complaint that it is
difficult, almost impossible, to plan a rational European di
mension to their enterprises with the present exchange rate
risks and inflation uncertainties as between Member States.
The same complaint is often heard from those outside who
wish to increase their investment in and trade with Europe.
This means that the potential benefits of the Community as
a common market are far from fully achieved.
The second argument is based on the advantages of
creating a major new international currency backed by the
economic spread and strength of the Community, which
would be comparable to that of the United States, were it
not for our monetary divisions and differences. The benefits
of a European currency, as a joint and alternative pillar of
the world monetary system, would be great, and made
still more necessary by the current problems of the dollar,
with its possible de-stabilizing effects. By such a develop
ment the Community would be relieved of many short-run
balance of payments preoccupations. It could live through
patches of unfavourable trading results with a few points
drop in the exchange rate and in relative equanimity. Inter
national capital would be more stable because there were
fewer exchange risks to play on, and Europe would stand
to gain through being the issuer of a world currency. Nation
al balance of payments problems, in the sense that these
are experienced today by the Community’s Member States,
would be largely removed as an immediate constraint on
economic management. There would still be major finan
cial questions to be resolved, between regions, and between
Member States, and to these I will return in a moment; but
the essential point is that economic welfare in Europe would
be improved substantially if macro-economic policy was not
subject to present exchange rate and external financial risks.
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They hang as a sword of Damocles over the heads of many
of our countries in Europe today.
It will rightly be argued at this point that sound finan
cial policies are in any case necessary for all countries and
that we cannot escape from the need for certain universal
disciplines by relocating the level of certain economic policy
powers. I myself advocate prudent financial policies, and
indeed was accused in the past as a British Chancellor of
the Exchequer of that most terrible of sins — excessive pru
dence. But this is not an argument counter to my main the
sis. The relevant question is what degree of reward will
the public receive as a result of wise and even courageous
policies on the part of its governments; or, put another
way, what will be the penalties inflicted on our people by
a largely anonymous international monetary system which
amplifies beyond all proportion any ill-fortune of a political
or economic nature.
My argument is that it is within our power to change,
profoundly and to our advantage, the scale of rewards and
retributions administered by the world monetary disorder.
We should take it upon ourselves to redesign and restore
a large part of that system. In the Community we have
the political framework within which a workable alternative
could be achieved if we so wish, and if we have the will.
The Community is the right size of unit for monetary policy
in the particular setting of our highly interdependent, closely
packed, advanced industrialised societies. At the world level
or inter-continental level there is probably no real alter
native to floating exchange rates; nor indeed is this system
such a bad one in that very different context where the
units of economic management are widely separated by dis
tance, or society, or political system, or living standards,
or several of these factors together.
My third argument concerns inflation. It is fairly cer
tain that monetary union would radically change the present
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landscape by leading to a common rate of price movement.
But I would also like to argue, although I accept this to
be more controversial, that monetary union could help estab
lish a new era of price stability in Europe and achieve
a decisive break with the present chronic inflationary dis
order. Of course the sources of contemporary inflation are
diverse, and prominent among these are what may seem to
be essentially domestic and highly political struggles over
income distribution. But let us suppose at some stage a
currency reform: the issue of a new single currency by a
European monetary authority; and adoption by this authority
of a determined and relatively independent policy of con
trolling note issue and bank money creation. The authority
would start by adopting target rates of growth of monetary
expansion consistent with a new European standard of mo
netary stability, following the best traditions of our least
inflationary Member States. This would of course mean that
national governments lost some considerable control over
some aspects of macro-economic policy. But governments
which do not discipline themselves already find themselves
accepting very sharp surveillance from the International Mon
etary Fund, a body far further away from them and less
susceptible to their individual views than is the Community.
Furthermore, I must make it clear that my arguments are
not addressed to those who would prefer to fail alone ra
ther than succeed together. Attitudes such as theirs inevita
bly cause deaf ears. I am concerned with those who want to
see a successful and strengthened Community, but also expect
to be convinced of the practical benefits of any move for
ward.
We have to remember what is new about the problem
of inflation compared with that to which we were accus
tomed in the fifties and sixties. Floating exchange rates trans
mit violent and sudden inflationary impulses, which may strike
a country at any moment, perhaps just at the time when
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employers, trade unions and government may be endeavour
ing to put or hold together a courageous and delicate sta
bilization programme.
Each new impulse ratchets up the inflationary process.
The price rise effect on the devaluing country is much more
than the price reduction effect on the revaluing currency
because wages, and therefore a large part of costs, cannot
be reduced in nominal terms.
Echange rates may rise and fall, but the price level in
all recent experience only goes up. The exchange rate prob
lem feeds in turn the psychology of inflation - the high
level of inflationary expectations now endemic in many of
our own countries, leading to the danger, only recently
averted in some Member States, of hyperinflation —that con
dition in which, almost in the time it takes to walk from
bank to shop, the product you planned to buy has become
too expensive. Of course, there are conventional responses
for trying to contain and reduce the pressures of inflation.
But monetary union and reform stands available as the rad
ical treatment for this disease. I do not pretend that the
cure would be complete. For example, we would still have
to reckon with the inflationary effects of reconciling compet
ing claims on limited resources. The disciplines of monetary
union will be more, not less demanding. The change in
inflationary behaviour would not have to be greater than
that observed in some recent stabilisation policies, but it
would have to be permanent. The legitimate needs of the
weaker regions would have to be met far more powerfully
than is at present the case. I will return to this point in
a moment. But the counterpart must be that wages across
countries would remain in some kind of reasonable relation
ship to productivity: here the legitimate concern of the stron
ger regions and less inflationary states would also have to
be met.
The fourth argument concerns employment: no medium
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term recipe for reducing inflation which does not have a
beneficial effect upon employment is now acceptable. Pres
ent levels of unemployment are the most damaging and
dangerous social ill that confront us. At best they produce
a self-defeating nationalistic caution and immobilism. At
worst they threaten the stability of our social and political
systems. We now have six million unemployed in the
Community. Many have been surprised at the apparent
tolerance of our populations to this level. Typically in our
larger Member States the level of one million unemployed
long figures as some kind of post-war political barrier. The
unthinkable has been surpassed without catastrophe - as
yet. But no-one should be so complacent as to suppose that
this state of affairs can long persist without doing irreparable
damage: to the well-being of the millions of families directly
affected by unemployment, to the morale and motivation of
a whole generation of young people, to stability and con
sensus in our societies.
In economic terms, I believe that our unemployment
problem is essentially one of demand deficiency stemming
from the constraints on our ability to cause a smooth, power
ful, sustained ground-swell of demand. I do not accept
that Europe’s capacity for creating new wealth, providing
new employment and stimulating growth in the right direc
tion is at an end. Environmental factors and the energy
crisis mean that we have to look at the nature of our
growth. In any event we need increased output to pay for
the present price of oil and for the replacement or adapta
tion of industrial processes that were designed for lower
energy prices and lower environmental standards.
These structural and monetary problems combine to make
present levels of unemployment highly intractable. But
they should not be seen as justifying defeatist and miscon
ceived policies which would permanently reduce the econ
omic potential of the European economy: for example excess

— there has to be confidence in steady and more
uniform economic policies favouring investment and expan
sion;
— there has to be a strengthening of demand with a
wide geographical base;
— if inflation is to continue, it must be at a lower
and more even rate than Europe has known in recent years;
— we have to ensure that spasmodic, local economic
difficulties will not be magnified by exchange rates and ca
pital movements into general crises of confidence.
These four requirements may seem obvious enough. The
challenge is how to change radically and for the better the
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ive reduction in working hours or compulsory retirement
at 55.
We also need to view the present economic recession in
a longer-term perspective. The extent and persistence of
unemployment can no longer be seen as an exceptionally
low and long bottom to the business cycle. To restore full
employment requires a new impulse on a historic scale. We
require a new driving force comparable with the major
rejuvenations of the past two hundred years; the industrial
revolution itself, the onset of the railway age, the impact
of Keynes, the need for post-war reconstruction, the spread
of what were previously regarded as middle-class standards
to the mass of the population in the industrial countries. I
believe that the needs of the Third World have a major
part to play here. Two sources of new growth have in the
past sometimes come together, the one world-wide, and the
other regional.
Can we contemplate the prospect of European monetary
union in this context? I believe that we can and should.
There is already broad agreement on what we need for
a fundamental turn in the tide of Europe’s employment
prospects:
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institutional weaknesses that have been hindering our ability
to restore high employment in conditions of price stability
and a sound external payments position. I believe that mon
etary union can open perspectives of this kind.
My argument is not that the Community ought to make
some new choice on the combination of these three objec
tives, still less that we should seek to impose a caricature of
some country’s traditional preference on the rest of the
Community. Economists have now spent years tracking the
deteriorating inflation-employment relationship and the
deteriorating effectiveness of exchange rate changes in the
balance of payments adjustment process. The decisions now
required are political rather than simply economic; and I
hope that these would in years ahead come to be recognised
by economists as a break-out from their accepted systems
and current models. In this process, we need also to discard
political argument based on obsolete, inadequate, or irrel
evant economic theory: that the objections to European inte
gration are the differing preferences on inflation and unem
ployment as between Member States, and that floating ex
change rates within Europe allow each country to achieve
on its own a happily optimal outcome of its own preference.
This is not how the world really is, and we all know it.
The fifth argument to which I now turn concerns the
regional distribution of employment and economic welfare
in Europe. Monetary union will not of itself act as some
invisible hand to ensure a smooth regional distribution of the
gains from increased economic integration and union. Those
who have criticised a purely liberal model of the Commun
ity economy, one that aims to establish perfect competition
and do no more, have strong arguments on their side.
But the Community of today bears no relation to the
laissez-faire caricature of some of its critics. Nor does it
correspond to the model I suggest we should now contem
plate for a monetary union. All our Member States find

— first, it improves the infrastructure and promotes
industrial investment in the poorer areas;
— second, it evens out cyclical swings in the perform
ance of individual regions;
— third, it assures minimum standards in basic ser
vices;
— fourth, it sustains a pattern of regional balance of
payments surpluses and deficits which are of a different and
larger order of magnitude than those which would cause
crises if they existed between countries.
This represents the principal offsetting factor compen
sating the region of state for its inability to conduct a dis
tinct exchange rate or monetary policy.
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themselves obliged to redistribute large sums of public mo
ney and to use less strong but more overt regional policy
measures to secure a reasonable distribution of national
wealth and employment.
In the Community of today, we have a battery of finan
cial instruments, but all of them rather small guns: the
Regional and Social Funds, the Coal and Steel Community’s
financial powers, the European Investment Bank and the
Guidance Section of the Agricultural Fund. The Commis
sion has recently made a number of decisions and proposals
for the coordination and expansion of these operations.
These are worthwhile developments in themselves, and they
go in the right direction. But their scale is small in rela
tion both to current needs and to the financial underpinning
that would be required to support a full monetary union.
This is an example of how short-term practical needs and
the demands of a longer-term perspective march alongside
each other. There is no contradiction in modern integrated
economies.
The flow of public finance between regions performs
several essential functions:
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Europe must think in terms of the same economic logic.
If the Community is to take seriously its declared aim of
monetary union - and there are great dangers in having
declared aims which are not taken seriously - it is indispens
able that an associated system of public finance should also
be envisaged. The weak regions of the Community must
have a convincing insurance against the fear that monetary
union would aggravate their economic difficulties. The strong
regions must for their part have a counterpart in terms of
more stable, secure and prosperous markets. Their interest
in the underpinning of the unity of the market is overwhelm
ing. In the context of the enlarged Community, it should
also be made clear that we are here talking of the means
whereby we can avoid or reduce excessive movement of
people from poorer to richer areas. This could all too easily
lead to the further impoverishment of one and the intoler
able congestion of the other.
The Community must also take a realistic view of the
degree of convergence in economic performance which should
be expected before and after the creation of a monetary
union. On price performance, monetary union has uncom
promising effects. Inter-regional differences in living stan
dards cannot be dealt with so drastically. But we should
not be too discouraged. The United States of 50 years
ago had a greater degree of regional inequality than the
Community has today. 100 years ago it was almost certainly
greater still. This analogy should not be pushed too far,
but it is nonetheless of considerable interest.
The sixth argument concerns institutional questions, the
level at which decisions have to be made, or the degree of
decentralisation that we should seek to maintain in the
Community. Monetary union would imply a major new
authority to manage the exchange rate, external reserves
and the main lines of internal monetary policy.
The public finance underpinning of monetary union
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which I have just described would involve a substantial in
crease in the transfer of resources through the Community
institutions. The question then is: can monetary union be
reconciled with the profound pressures that are manifest in
almost all our Member States in favour of more, rather than
less, decentralised government? I believe the answer can
and should be yes. But this requires us to envisage a very
special and original model for the future division of func
tions between levels of government. This is not a subject
that has been considered at all systematically in the Commu
nity in the two decades which have passed since the Treaties
of Paris and Rome laid down certain sectors of Community
competence. Monetary policy can only be decentralised to
a very limited degree. But for most policies requiring pub
lic expenditure, the reverse is the case. The vast growth
of public expenditure in the post-war period, now approach
ing half of GNP, has emphasised the need for multi-tiered
government with various levels according to country: local,
regional, state, national, etc. This is a natural and healthy
development. It avoids a monolithic concentration of poli
tical and economic power and allows for more efficient spe
cialisation by level of government. It also associates people
more closely with the decision-making process.
The federal model is clearly only one in a number of
possibilities for multi-tiered government.
Some support
the federal model; others would prefer something confede
ral; others like neither. I for my part believe that the Com
munity must devise its own arrangements and that these
are unlikely to correspond to any existing prototype. We
must build Europe upon the basis of our late twentieth
century nation states. We must only give to the Community
functions which will, beyond reasonable doubt, deliver sig
nificantly better results because they are performed at a
Community level. We must fashion a Community which
gives to each Member State the benefits of results which they
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cannot achieve alone. We must equally leave to them func
tions which they can do equally well or better on their own.
I would like to give an example of why Europe should
not think in terms of copying existing models. The U. S.
Federal Government grew enormously in importance when
it pushed the development of the social security system, be
cause the states would not move forward quickly enough,
and because some states were notable laggards. By contrast,
our national social and welfare services, while neither per
fect nor identical, are highly developed and not dissimilar.
In most Member States social and welfare expenditure
amounts to around 25% of GNP. This is a massive exam
ple of how the European model of government has no need
to contemplate developing Community expenditure of a
traditional federal scale.
I believe that we can identify those functions which make
sense for Europe: those aspects of external relations where
inter-continental, bargaining power is called for; certain re
search and development functions which offer economies of
scale at the level of 250 million people; policies relating to
industrial sectors which have a natural European dimension
either because they involve high-level economies of scale as
in the case of aerospace or electronics; or because they are
closely linked with trade policy, as it the case with industries
in trouble with excess capacity like steel, textiles and ship
building; or because the areas involve strategic interests
which are indivisible between Member States, as in the case
of energy policy. Last we need financial policies that would
help support the integration of the European economy, the
maintenance of regional balance, and thus the viability of
monetary union.
The overall magnitude of budgetary spending at the Eu
ropean level for this type of Community has recently been
estimated by a group of independent economists under the
chairmanship of Sir Donald McDougall. As against present
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Community expenditure of the order of 1% of GNP, they
estimated that very substantial progress on economic inte
gration could be achieved with the aid of expenditure of 2
to 2V2% of GNP; they believed that a definitive monetary
union might be viable with expenditure of the order of 5
to 7 % GNP. These are of course very large sums of money,
which would have to be built up gradually by a transfer
of some expenditure from national budgets and not by a
superimposition, but they are quite small by the standards
of the classic federations where the top tier of government
takes 20 to 25% of GNP.
There is therefore for the Community a new and realis
tic model for a highly decentralised type of monetary
union in which the public procurement of goods and ser
vices is primarily in national, regional or other hands. The
public finance function of such a Community would be
stripped down to a few high-powered types of financial
transfer, fulfilling specific tasks in sectors of particular Com
munity concern, and assuring the flow of resources necessary
to sustain monetary union. These characteristics also make
for a quite small central bureaucracy, which I think we
would all consider an advantage.
But the political implications would also be great. We
must be frank about this. The relocation of monetary po
licy to the European level would be as big a political step
for the present generation of European leaders as for the
last generation in setting up the present Community. But
we must face the fundamental question. Do we intend to
create a European union or do we not? Do we, confronted
with the inevitable and indeed desirable prospect of enlarge
ment, intend to strengthen and deepen the Community, or
do we not? There would be little point in asking the peoples
and governments of Europe to contemplate union, were it
not for the fact that real and efficient sovereignty over mo
netary issues already eludes them to a high and increasing
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degree. The prospect of monetary union should be seen as
part of the process of recovering the substance of sovereign
power. At present we tend to cling to its shadow. These
arguments do not run against international cooperation, as
for example in the OECD and the IMF. On the contrary,
we need to improve the functioning of the international eco
nomy by a better shaping of its constituent parts. Monetary
disunity in Europe is one of the major flaws in the interna
tional system as well as in the functioning of our small to
medium-sized states.
On the seventh and final argument, I can be quite short
since, like the first, it is a traditional one. It is the straight
political argument that monetary union stands on offer as a
vehicle for European political integration. Jacques Kueff
said in 1949 " L ’Europe se fera par la monnaie ou ne se fera
pas
I would not necessarily be quite so categorical. It
should, however, be clear that the successful creation of a
European monetary union would take Europe over a politi
cal threshold. It seems equally clear that Europe today is
not prepared to pursue the objective of monetary union
uniquely for ideological reasons. To move in this direction
Europe also needs materially convincing arguments. I have
tried to set out some of the economic arguments.
I summarise as follows. We must change the way we
have been looking at monetary union. A few years ago
we were looking at a mountain top through powerful bino
culars. The summit seemed quite close, and a relatively
accessible, smooth, gradual and short approach was marked
out. But then an avalanche occurred and swept away this
route. The shock was such that more recently it has even
seemed as if we have been looking at the summit with the
binoculars both the wrong way round and out of focus.
I believe that a new, more compelling and rewarding but
still arduous approach is necessary. We must also change
the metaphor. Let us think of a long-jumper. He starts
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with a rapid succession of steps, lengthens his stride, in
creases his momentum, and then makes his leap.
The creation of a monetary union would be a leap of
this kind. Measures to improve the Customs Union and
the free circulation of goods, services and persons are im
portant steps. We look for bigger strides in working out
external policies, establishing more democratic and thus
accountable institutions, elaborating more coherent industrial
and regional policies, and giving our financial instruments
the means to keep the whole movement on a balanced course.
We have to look before we leap, and know when we are
to land. But leap we eventually must.
We must not only do what is best in the circumstances.
We must give our people an aim beyond the immediately
possible. Politics is not only the art of the possible, but
as Jean Monnet said, it is also the art of making possible to
morrow what may seem impossible today.

Principal of the European University Institute

Dear Principal and Friend,
At the opening of the lecture to which you have kindly
given my name, I send you all my best wishes for the pros
perity of the European University Institute of which you
are Principal.
For years now the need for such an institute to give our
countries on the road to unification the facilities for joint
research into their joint culture has been clear to us.
You have laboured patiently and with conviction to
lay the grounds for this European University which is des
tined to become a laboratory of ideas for the Communities at
work. I am pleased that so many eminent men have al
ready agreed to make their experience available to the re
search students in Florence, and I wish in particular to
greet my friend Roy Jenkins who is your guest today. He
can tell you better than anyone that our undertaking is a
work that will go down in history, and that history is made
up of the institutions that prolong the work of men.
The Institution over which he presides has given proof
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of its solidity. It has adapted to changing circumstances ®pd
it has assured itself of an influx of new blood in successiv?f£iSl ^
generations.
I saw the foundation of the first European Community,
where you, my dear Kohnstamm, joined me from the first
days, and it is a great joy to know that you are at this mo
ment welcoming Roy Jenkins among the professors, students
and friends of your University.
Please pass on my sincere greetings to all.
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